SOM SAA NEW YEAR'S EVE
new year’s eve
peter lauer |
riesling sekt | NV

phenomenal wine - sparkling
riesling with notes of tangerine,
honey and lime with a light,
stony minerality

ponlamai phrik gleua

pink pomelo with hibscus and
chilli sugar salt

khao tang yum gung

prawn and chilli jam salad on
crispy rice cake

larb gai thort

minced chicken ‘larb’ cakes with
with jaew dipping sauce

kanom jeen sao nahm

rice noodles with coconut cream
dressing, prawn floss, pineapple,
young ginger and dorset crab

gaeng mussaman neua
mussaman curry of braised
cornish beef shin with ratte
potatoes and peanuts

pad pak gratiem dong
stir fried pak choi, asian
mushroooms and english
watercress

yum gung mangkorn

lobster salad with longans and
orange chilli dressing

khao hom mali | khao nieo

We love a party here at som saa, and New Year's Eve
is the best excuse of all. Friends, food and drinks are
a well tested formula, but we also love an excuse to
look through the recipe books and dig out some rare and
unusual dishes too....
We've put together a multi-course menu ranging from
betel leaf wraps to nibble with a drink, a cooling central
plains noodle dish with fresh Dorset crab, and a rich
Indian influenced massaman curry. To warm you up for
the night ahead, we've also selected an amazing wine
to complement this New Year's celebratory feast. The
tasting menu and wine are all included for £60 per
person.
From about 10pm we will turn the music up and will
have friends round for drinks in the bar. Whether you
have a ticket for dinner or not, please feel free to join us
to celebrate the New year with us too....

TICKETS + PRICE
NYE tickets are avilable at £60 per person. This includes
all the food and a glass of Peter Lauer Sekt to start.
To search availability, just go to the Bookings section of
our website and enter the relevant date and party size...
We will have tables available from 6-1015pm for....
- Individual tables for two. We’re afraid the tables of four
are preset so two tickets of two cannot be joined to
make a four.
- Whole booths, which seat groups of four or six. We may
be able to squeeze one or two more on the big ones if
you ring us.

jasmine rice | sticky rice

kanom waan

jackfruit, green rice doughnut
and palm sugar ice cream

LOCATION
som saa - please see our website or Google us to view a
map of our location

FAQ...
Will I have the table until midnight?
- Earlier tickets will have plenty of time to enjoy a
relaxed and convivial dinner but will not have the table
until midnight. We are only a 10 minute walk from Tower
Bridge and the Thames though which is a lovely spot to
celebrate the New Year from.
- Later tables, from 8:15 onward, will be able to celebrate
the stroke of midnight with us at the table.
We're a group of 3 or 5, can we reserve a booth?
- We’re afraid we have kept the price as keen as we
can and the tickets are set up for groups of 4 or 6. You
are welcome to buy the ticket and come with one guest
less but but we can't change the number of guests
designated on the ticket.
We're a group of 7/8/9/10+ can we book a whole table?
- We are able to add an additional two guests to the
booths for six but it is a squeeze and is not ideal unless
you're on a third date. Give us a ring and we'll see if we
can find any other options.
My friend is vegan / vegetarian. What will they be able
to eat?
- We will have several vegan/vegetarian options available
that will be similar to the NYE feast menu. We do require
advanced notice however and cannot guarantee we will
be able to cater to all guests without notice.
My friend is allergic to coriander/peanuts/garlic/
shellfish/gluten. What will they be able to eat?
- Some of our nearest and dearest have allergies so we
understand their concern. Generally, thai food is excellent
for gluten free/coeliac diners, tricky for those allergic
to shellfish and easy to modify for those with peanut
allergies. For a one-off sharing menu however, modifying
dishes can be difficult and we cannot guarantee that we
will be able to do so. Please give us as much advanced
warning as possible and we will do all we can.

